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Fishing tackle developed by CARPLABS is a highly specialized gear, fully dedicated to carp fishing. 
Unique product design and testing uses advanced scientific methods. That allows for making an 
objective evaluation of highest priorities: top performance and maximized efficiency.

Only a few fishing methods are close to specialization and fish care like carp fishing is. That is the 
reason why common solutions and average quality tackle is far below the expectations of those for 
whom carp fishing is more than a passion, and becomes a lifestyle. 

There is no time, space or will to guess and play with mediocre tackle. We are giving you what has 
been tested by ourselves on many different fisheries through all over the Europe. The result of hard 
work, experiments and rigorous tests has resulted with top notch tackle which by far exceeded our 
expectations.

Our work is still not finished, as we keep testing new items, you should expect more innovations and 
creative development for both tackle and techniques. This all has one thing in common: to increase 
and improve efficiency of fishing.
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The Bunker 2 Man              
Width (cm)
Depth (cm)
Height (cm)
Main fabric
Floor
Frame

Pegs
Weight 

310
280
140
Aquatexx 10000 mm HH 
Dettachable, wooven PVC heavy duty
Aluminum, 19 mm tubes, powder 
painting, 3 poles with telescopic spacers
T-shaped, zinc coated steel
10,2 kg
Carry bag included 

The Bunker 2 Man tent
Art. no 765 000 174 
There are things you can do something about and there are some 
you cannot. For instance, we cannot show you where the carps 
are biting right now, but we can surely make you comfortable wa-
iting for that bite! 
The Bunker's cover is made of Aquatexx, a fabric which has pas-
sed a 10,000mm static column water resistance tests with high 
breathability. Basically, there isn't any kind of downpour or rain-
storm that could be a problem for this beast. Speaking about the 
elements, shape of this tent is designed in a way to withstand any 
blast of wind. All of that makes The Bunker a perfect companion 
for a whole year of fishing.
Inside you'll find enough space for two large beds and all the lug-
gage that you need. Frame is made of aluminum tubes with thick 
sides, which allows the tent to set easily and firmly. Setting of this 
bivvy takes less than 5 minutes after a few tries, it's very easy to 
handle. Also, there are few important additions to mention about: 
detachable floor, telescopic section spacers with firm latches, and 
convenient way of venting the tent. Both in front and in the rear 
there are windows with mosquito nets. Last, but not least, we 
need to mention the zinc covered steel T-shape pegs, taped se-
ams, and high quality zippers.

BIVVIES
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The Bunker Over-wrap
Art. no 765 000 175
Indispensable element for cold and humid seasons. The over-
-wrap is made of the same fabric, exactly same way as the tent 
itself, so breath-ability and water resistance is exactly the same. 
Appliance of over-wrap allows to eliminate effect of condensation 
even when you're drying clothes inside the tent.

The Bunker Overwrap      
Main fabric Aquatexx 10000 mm HH 
Pegs T-shaped, zinc coated steel
Weight 1,2 kg
 Carry bag included 

BIVVIES
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Shell-TR
Art. no 765 000 176
A perfect solution for short sessions, with space sufficient enough 
for one large bed or two large chairs and luggage. Setting the tent 
by one person takes only three minutes. No need to waste your 
precious time for annoying fight with natural perversity of inani-
mate objects. This is very important for people who simply don't 
have enough time for a few day long sessions including setting 
the whole campsite. Fabric is high density 210D polyester, with 
3000mm static column water resistance test. The tent includes 
a durable, detachable floor preventing from getting your luggage 
wet.

Shell-TR Over-wrap
Main fabric Polyester 210D 3000 mm HH
Pegs T-shaped, zinc coated steel
Weight 1kg
 Carry bag included 

Shell-TR Over-wrap
Art. no 765 000 177
The over-wrap which transforms Shell-TR to a convenient, full 
tent. Very useful especially during cold and windy seasons. Fast 
assemble is also requested advantage, allowing it to be set up 
in less than 2 minutes. It is made of the very same fabric as the 
Shell-TR, which is a warranty of quality and satisfaction.

Shell-TR
Width (cm)
Depth (cm)
Height (cm)
Main fabric
Floor
Frame

Pegs
Weight 

270
210
130
Polyester 210D 3000 mm HH 
Dettachable, wooven PVC heavy duty
Aluminum, 16 mm tubes, powder 
painting, 2 poles
T-shaped, zinc coated steel
5,1 kg
Carry bag included 

BIVVIES
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BestRest
Art. no 765 000 178
A word of advice - don't fall too deep in your sleep. Easier said 
than done as this bed has a magic ability to make you very sleepy, 
very fast. Extremely comfortable mattress is a thing that you really 
need to check. Detachable neoprene pillow supports your neck 
well in any position. The area below the knee is covered with poly-
ester 600D, which is very easy to clean. Adjustable mud feet are 
easy to level, making it a good choice for unknown places.
Cechy:

BestRest
Length (cm) 206
Width (cm) 88
Height (cm) 27/40
Packed (cm) 838827
Frame Steel, powder painting
Matress Oxford 600D + Polyester 600D
Padding Polyurethane
Cushion Polar, detachable
Camlock yes, adjustable
Weight 11 kg 

Cocoon
Art. no 765 000 179
Warm, multilayered and practical sleeping bag made of Oxford 
210D fabric, will let you rest well even when the temperature 
outside is way below zero degrees. Easy to keep clean and with 
robust zippers. Composes well with our Best Rest bed.

Cocoon 
Length (cm) 220
Width (cm) 80
Height (cm) 45
Matress Oxford 600D
Internal fabric: Cotton
Temperatures  -8°C  +22°C
Weight 2,8 kg 

BEDS
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Lazer
Art. no 765 000 180
Comfortable, reliable and practical. These three words are short, 
but accurate description of our Lazer chair. Going deeper into 
some details, you will find a cushion made of Oxford cloth being 
highly abrasion resistant, covering both back and seat. We have 
also eliminated the common problem of carp chair armrests being 
pushed to sides when standing up or seating. Adjustable angle of 
back support and effective adjustment of mud feet are advantages 
also worth to mention about.

Lazer
Width (cm) 49,5
Seat length (cm) 43
Height (cm) 32/45
Packed (cm) 627220
Frame steel, powder coating
Cushion yes, polar
Fabric Oxford 800D
Camlock yes, adjustable
Weight 4,8 kg 

Jack
Art. no 765 000 181
This chair is a good example of reliability combined with high 
comfort. Simple and easy to handle, without anything that is un-
necessary. Perfect choice for short sessions or tight spots. It is 
all set up in a matter of seconds, so you will not waste any time 
checking latches, etc.

Jack 
Width (cm) 48
Seat length (cm) 38
Height (cm) 40/49
Packed (cm) 577717
Frame steel, powder coating
Fabric  Polyester 600D
Cushion No
Camlock No
Weight 4,7 kg 

CHAIRS
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Carrier HA  Art. no 765 000 182
Stiffened holdall with separated internal compartment stores, allows for safe rods transportation. External compartment stores are well suited for umbrella, brolly, 
supports and buzzers. Comfortable, padded shoulder strap is designed to put the pressure on the whole space where it connects with your arm spreading the weight.

Carrier 70/100  Art. no 765 000 183
Backpack with adjustable volume (70l or 100l), made of heavy 
duty reinforced fabric. Easy access to main compartment by sim-
ply opening top or front cover - no more problems with finding so-
mething deep in the bottom. Comfortable, breathable harness and 
built-in rain proof cover are additions definitely worth to mention.

Carrier CA  
Art. no 765 000 184
Carry bag with wide adaptations for different needs and purposes. 
Great as general use main bag, with volume big enough for long 
sessions. Guarantees to keep your clothes dry and your fishing 
gear accessible. 

Vector
Art. no 765 000 185
Perfect protection for the reels. Mirror style construction allow to 
carry two big pit reels with their spare spools. Mentioning spare 
spool, there is a sewed elastic tape which will firmly hold it in one 
position, preventing any scratch or damage to your precious reels.

Carrier HA    
Lenght 2,1 m
Fabric Polyester 600D
Stiffening: jointed 3 section aluminum pole
Weight 2,1kg 

Carrier 70/100       
Width (cm) 40
Depth (cm) 30
Height (cm) 50/70
Fabric Polyester 600D
Additions: 2 large external compartments
 2 small external compartments
 documents compartment
 rain proof cover

LUGGAGE
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Order
Art. no 765 000 186

SafeSpace
Art. no 765 000 187

Safe Mat
Art. no 765 000 188

Advanced Weigh Sling
Art. no 765 000 189

Handy accessory bag which will accommodate all that you need for a short 
one day session. High density foam board with hook bar and rig pins will keep 
your rigs in a perfect tension. Included small boxes are perfect to keep your 
accessories in order. Excellent solution both for mobile and organized fishermen.

Carp care is a way to go, but to do it well you will need a few things. First and most important is large safe mat, allowing to unhook your catch without it taking any 
harm. High sides prevent the carp from slipping to the ground, while top cover will secure the fish from jumping out of it and keep the it calm. Thick polyethylene 
padding and waterproof fabric are also worth to notice.

Safe and strong sling with folded poles, allowing for a safe we-
ighting and carring the catch. Heavy duty reinforced bottom and 
stitches are warranty of strength - even largest specimens aren't 
a problem for this weigh sling. Fabric dries quickly and doesn't 
soak with fish scent.

Pristine condition of spool edge is a matter of top importance, that's obvious. 
This is why our spool cover is named that way. Your spools will be safe from 
harm even in very rough conditions. Easy and convenient access to the spools 
thanks to the double zip with webbing bridge, together with polyethylene filling 
are also a plus.

LUGGAGE, CARP CARE
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Quad Support SS
Art. no 765 000 191

Strong and reliable rod pod dedicated to everybody who is looking for ultimate quality, without any 
compromise. Both frame, legs and buzz bars are made of Cr-Ni stainless steel, ensuring long lasting 
use, without any risk of corrosion which could harm it in any way. There are 3 pairs of legs included: 
long, medium and short - therefore you can easily adjust Quad Support to any conditions you'll find 
yourself in. It combines in  itself a rod pod and a high pod well suited to use in shallow waters nearby 
the shore. Quick and easy length adjustment of telescopic legs is a thing worth to mention about.

ROD PODS
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Compact Tripod
Art. no 765 000 162

Lightweight, stable and reliable - these are three most important things characterizing a good tripod. 
All of those you'll find in our Compact model. Telescopic legs will allow to easily adjust height of this 
tripod, while rigid frame with stable buzz-bars will firmly support the rods. Adjustable angle of the 
frame allows to put tips of the rods either almost vertically, or to sunk those a little if it's really windy. 
Good solution for unknown fisheries.

ROD PODS
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Specimen 
Landing Net
Art. no 765 000 190

Threaded SS
Art. no 765 000 194

Strong , telescopic bank stick made of stainless steel with threaded point allowing to screw it in any kind of ground. Excellent choice to scout any new fishery. 

Straight SS
Art. no 765 000 193

Classic, straight bank stick made of stainless steel. Strong and reliable, good for any conditions and any fishery. 

Carbon Expand BB
Art. no 765 000 197

Unbelievably light, yet astonishingly strong buzz bar made of carbon fiber. Similar to stainless steel version, allows for easy rod spread adjustment.

Expand SS
Art. no 765 000 195

Stiff and rigid buzz bar made of stainless steel, with three sockets for butt rests or buzzers. Adjustable width allows to spread the rods with an ease.

Carbon Double BB
Art. no 765 000 198

Carbon fiber based buzz bar with fixed rod spread. Extremely lightweight and still rigid, for all of those who's in a hunt for lightness.

Double SS
Art. no 765 000 196

Powerful, heavy duty buzz-bar designed to use with two rods. Fully made of stainless steel, what provides long lasting use.

Very large net made of incredibly soft fabric which doesn't harm the fish at all. 
The handle is made of carbon in spigot technology, with 3 detachable sections. 
Shrink wrap handles allow to manipulate it with an ease. Machined aluminum 
spreader block is warranty of reliability. Another feature caused by the spreader 
is very convenient attaching/detaching of the carbon arms.

Pole: 2 m/3 sec.
Arm: 1 m

BANKSTICKS, BUZZ BARS, LANDING NET
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Type I
Art. no 765 000 200

Type V
Art. no 765 000 199

Technologically advanced buzzers for demanding carp fishing 
experts. Receiver works with maximum of 5 alarms, allowing for 
wide adaptation. Both receiver and alarms are using 9V batteries. 
Alarm has got visual and sound bite signalization, and drop back 
differential. Additionally, you can adjust volume, tone, and sensi-
tivity making it one of the best sets on market. In the alarm you'll 
find power out socket to connect it with illuminated swingers/
hangers. Receiver also has got few interesting features: turn off 
alarm which will inform you about possible theft, range auto-test 
vibration, and bite memory. It's informing you continuously for 30 
seconds, and after that, every 5 seconds receiver will remind you 
about the bite. Volume regulation is really wide - from vibration 
only, up to shrilling siren for convenient customization. 
Batteries are not included.

Compact and elegant simplicity. This set gets best of both worlds: 
small size and great functions. Just to mention few: adjustable 
tone, volume and sensitivity, drop back differential and bite memo-
ry. Implemented power out socket allows to use it together with il-
luminated swingers. Reciever have got vibrations, adjustable tone 
and volume, and range auto-test. 
Power: alarms 9V battery, reciever 3 x AAA 1.5V battery
Batteries not included.

ALARMS
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Guardian Svvingers
Art. no 765 000 201

Crafty Svvingers
Art. no 765 000 202

Each experienced carper knows that electronic bite alarm is im-
portant, but without good mechanical indicator that's no-go. Guar-
dian svvingers have got some notable features: spring loaded ad-
justable tensioning system, precise and reliable line gate system, 
and power out facility for illumination. High quality materials used 
for production are warranty of long and satisfying exploatation.

Those micro svvingers are well suited to every fishery, where the 
fishes are very cautious and hard to catch. In such circumstances, 
low weight of Crafty svvingers is an advantage worth mentioning. 
Fish can't feel the difference while taking the bait, yet the bite si-
gnalization is very clear. After unscrewing the head you can put 
in 3 mm chemical light. Field tested line clip doesn't harms even 
softest nylon, yet holds firmly till you'll put the rod to start reeling.

SVVINGERS
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Carplabs Gravity

Gravity 212  2,5 Lbs 765 004 360 360/12’ 2,5 362 187 2 
Gravity 212  3 Lbs 765 004 361 360/12’ 3 380 187 2 
Gravity 213  3,5 Lbs 765 003 390 390/13’ 3,5 408 202 2
Gravity 312  2,5 Lbs 765 005 360 360/12’ 2,5 400 126 3 
Gravity 312  3 Lbs 765 005 361 360/12’ 3 430 126 3 
Gravity 313  3,5 Lbs 765 005 362 390/13’ 3,5 453 136 3

Gravity
Everyone is dreaming about perfect fishing rod. Incredibly powerful, making your casts longer and more 
accurate, with uncommon and genuine look, with incredible fighting potential. Well, what could we say: 
you're looking at it right here! Gravity rods have got the power high enough to outcast any pretender and do-
minate any fish. This action is the outcome of individual spacing of each blank, which ensures performance 
impossible to imitate. When you will be facing small size catch, only the top part of the rod will bent a little, 
yet when some huge specimen will be hooked, blank will show its full potential and even bottom part will 
help you to successfully finish the fight. Woven carbon wrap is the last, finishing wrap, securing the rod from 
any mechanical damage.

Weight
(g)Art. no Length

(cm/ft)
Casting

weight (Lbs)
Transport

length (cm)
Number

of elements

RODS
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Carplabs Accelerate

Accelerate
Rods with test curve from 1.5lbs up to 2lbs well suited as Avon rods, or as heavy float rods(i.e. to use 
with surface controller). Excellent casting performance allow you to locate your rig exactly in the spot you 
want. Light rigs will achieve impressing distances without any problem, without putting any bigger effort. 
Progressive action of the rods allows to catch any fish calm and effective. Blank is reinforced with woven 
carbon wrap, significantly increasing resilience to dynamic strikes during the fight. Another feature of 
X-wrap is increased resilience to random mechanical damage. Guides spacing is optimized for achieving 
very best operational parameters. Fuji DPS reel seat is an excellent finishing touch of those rods.

Weight
(g)Art. no Length

(cm/ft)
Casting

weight (Lbs)
Transport

length (cm)
Number

of elements

Accelerate 312 1,5 Lbs 765 003 360 360/12’ 1,5 247 125 3 
Accelerate 312 1,75 Lbs 765 003 361 360/12’ 1,75 260 125 3 
Accelerate 312 2 Lbs 765 003 362 360/12’ 2 272 125 3

RODS
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Tips
(oz)Carplabs Method Feeder

CarpLabs Method Feeders 
are the outcome of multi-stage processing of 36T and 40T carbon mats, granting the rods with astonishing 
power and resilience. Notably the X-wrap technology implemented to those rods gives you full control over 
fish. It's utterly impossible to find any other method feeder rod with even close parameters. 
Components that are used to build these rods are top notch, exactly matching their goals: fight and win with 
large and powerful fishes. To be exact they are equipped with Fuji DPS reel seat, Fuji Alconite type K guides, 
and durable rubber cork handle. Speaking about the handle, we've decided to use special rubber cork becau-
se of few features placing it high above cork: it doesn't soak with water, neither with fish smell, and doesn't 
have any filler which could crumble over time.
Each of our Method Feeder rods has got 2 sections and 3 interchangeable tips with different test curves, allo-
wing to match any conditions which you could be facing. Painting pattern applied on the tips helps to notice 
even most delicate bites, and allows to react instantly. Dynamic power distribution lets to take even hardest 
beating from any fish, without a risk of damaging the blank, and decreases a risk of loss almost to zero.
Last but not least, each of these rods is supplied with high grade neoprene cover, securing it during transpor-
tation. Outer pocket for tips tube gives convenient access to any tip that you'll need at the moment.

Weight
(g)Art. no Length

(cm/ft)
Casting

weight (g)
Transport

length (cm)
Number

of elements

Method Feeder 300/2/60 765 001 300 300/10’ 60 130 131 2+3 1; 1,5; 2
Method Feeder 330/2/60 765 001 330 330/11’ 60 195 146 2+3 1; 1,5; 2
Method Feeder 330/2/80 765 002 330 330/11’ 80 197 146 2+3 1,5; 2; 2,5

RODS
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CURVE SHANK

CURVE SHANK
BARBLESS

SHORT SHANK

WIDE GAP

SIZE PCS/PACKART. NO

SIZE PCS/PACKART. NO

765 106 902 2 6
765 106 904 4 6
765 106 906 6 6
765 106 908 8 6

765 116 904 4 6
765 116 906 6 6
765 116 908 8 6

Curve Shank. Tested in all circumstances, from small ponds, through huge, wild lakes, up to the powerful rives. Everywhere, every time when you want to maximize your catch, this friend will help you to do so. 
Aggressive angle between the point and the eye will be a warranty of successful setting the hook at each bite. Perfect to use with classic hair rigs and semi stiff rigs. Depending to the size, works well through full 
spectrum of baits.

Curve Shank Barbless. Many fisheries doesn't allow to use barbed hooks. We know that it's better to be safe then sorry. If you want to be prepared for anything, always have a chart of different sizes of those hooks, 
some FC line and soft 25lbs braid. Enough said, one of the best hook which we have ever had a pleasure to fish with.

SIZE PCS/PACKART. NO

SIZE PCS/PACKART. NO

765 102 902 2 6
765 102 904 4 6
765 102 906 6 6
765 102 908 8 6

765 103 902 2 6
765 103 904 4 6
765 103 906 6 6
765 103 908 8 6

Short Shank. Extremely strong hook for extremely demanding fisheries with huge fish specimens. If we would have to compare Short Shank to something common, it would be a hammer. Utterly indestructible, working 
always the same, well known way. This hook is not afraid of gravel, neither forceful fight among the snags. If your fishing spot is technically demanding area, this hook will be your best friend.

Wide Gap. This kind of hook is considered by all experienced specimen hunters as one of the best. Shape of the hook ensures effective self setting, and firmly hold the fish. Point bent towards hook's eye works well 
during fishing on sandy or gravel bottom, not loosing anything of it's starting sharpness. Excellent choice for each method using boilies.

HOOKS
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SPECIMEN

STIFF RIGGER

METHOD FEEDER

METHOD FEEDER
BARBLESS

SIZE PCS/PACKART. NO

SIZE PCS/PACKART. NO

765 105 902 2 6
765 105 904 4 6
765 105 906 6 6
765 105 908 8 6

765 104 921 2/0 6
765 104 911 1/0 6
765 104 901 1 6
765 104 902 2 6
765 104 904 4 6
765 104 906 6 6
765 104 908 8 6

Specimen. Rediscovered classic. Extremely catchy model ensuring very good number of hooked fishes, forged for uncommon strength. Works well with many different baits, while the size chart allows to choose 
something from 3 corns on a hair, up to 30mm snowmen.

Stiff Rigger. Powerful hook working miracles with stiff rig and chod rig. Extremely sharp and catchy point makes the job done well, while PTFE coating helps to penetrate tissue with an ease. Forged profile of this hook 
ensures strength needed to fight enormous specimens of carp or grass carp, and micro-barb will hold the fish till successful landing.

SIZE PCS/PACKART. NO

SIZE PCS/PACKART. NO

765 101 910 10 6
765 101 912 12 6
765 101 914 14 6
765 101 916 16 6

765 111 910 10 6
765 111 912 12 6
765 111 914 14 6
765 111 916 16 6

Method Feeder. Small, yet astonishingly strong hook dedicated to method feeder fishing. Eye bent backwards allows to use fluorocarbon, monofilament and braided line. Shape of the hook is designed to maximize 
the number of successful hook ups. Characteristic, wide gap firmly holds the catch ensuring bigger number of landed fishes.

Method Feeder Barbless. Barbless version of Method Feeder hook, sharing all the advantages with the predecessor, excluding one: the barb. Comparing the number of caught fishes, there are almost no differences 
between those two, yet unhooking is much easier and safer to the fish. Easier tissue penetration ensures higher number of hooked up fishes - we definitely suggest to make an acquittance with this model.

HOOKS
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ACCESSORIES
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WEIGHTS




